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lllustra for specific k~nds of data, extend~ng 

the SQL language with tailor-made functions 

and allowing lllustra to effectively manage 

the data required by a specific application. 

DataBlade modules can even include new 

access methods, for speedy access to data 

not well served by the B-trees of the RDBMS 

vendors. For example, a D-Tree is provided 

for text support and an R-Tree for rapid access 

to spatial data. DataBlades may also contain 

display methods to aid in the visualization 

of complex data. 

A DataBlade embeds data intelligence into 

the lllustra Server, making it an intelligent 

repository of rich data. 

lllustra Server is a Relational DBMS 
It supports the key relational technologies 

that have proven so successful including: 

Flexible data access via standard SQL 

Standard security controls 

Full server-enforced data integrity 

Transactions and recovery 

Performance and scalability 

lllustra Server is an Object DBMS 
lllustra also gives relational developers access 

to the key 00 technologies: 

1 Ability to create any data type 

Optimized access to rich data types 

Rapid high-quality development and low 

maintenance through encapsulation, 

inheritance, polymorphism 

Direct data access through Obiect IDS 

Rufes and Alerters 
lllustra also supports a rich rule system \\ 
that enables a developer to specify an action 

to be taken before, after, or instead of the 

user-requested action. It supports alerters, a 

mechanism for informing external programs 

about events within the database. 

DATABLADES: WHAT THEY ARE AND 
HOW THEY WORK 

DataBlades Make BLOBs Obsolete 
Effectively managing advanced data means 

going beyond the limited capabilities of 

traditional database systems. DataBlades, a 

unique feature available only with Illustra, 

enable you to plug intelligence into your 

DBMS for your speciflc kinds of data. When 

fitted with a DataBlade, the lllustra system 

"understands" your data types, so that it can 

deliver fully optimized query and storage for 

non-traditional data. 

Current RDBMS have great expertise in a 

limited number of data types: integers, floating 

point numbers, dates and character strings. 

Designed into the core of these traditional 

DBMS is a key set of capabilities for each 

data type: 

Content-based query capability 

Comparison operators 

Intelligent query optimization 

Efficient storage capability 

High performance 

Storage methodology (access method) 

appropriate to the data 

data types, Relational DBMS 

relegate rich data types to second class 

status, storing them as Binary Large Objects 

(BLOBs). Because BLOBs are uninterpreted 

bit patterns, the RDBMS does not know how 

to perform content-based queries on them. 

it has no sensible comparison operators, so 

it cannot intelligently build an optimal query 

plan and it cannot provide high performance 

storage and retrieval. In fact, the RDBMS 

cannot provide for BLOBs any of the features 

that make the RDBMS so useful for traditional 

data, making the database management 

system incapable of managing the more 

complex data. The hard work is left up to 

the individual application developer - the 

work of understanding the contents, format, 

and methodologies required of each data 

type - and this work needs to be re-invented 

and reembedded in each application. Worse, 

because the RDBMS cannot understand BLOB 

contents, BLOBs have to be shipped across 

the network to the client for processing, 

placing a heavy burden on scarce network 

bandwidth. 

ILLUSTRA 



DataBlades represent a completely new 

approach to supporting rich data, passing 
I well beyond simple BLOB support. A 

DataBlade is a snapin module that adds 

expertise and intelligence to the DBMS system, 

extending the system with the key functionality 

required for native support of specific data 

types. Just as a general purpose utility knife 

can be extended to perform different cutfing 

jobs by inserting special-purpose blades, so 

the Itlustra Server can be extended to manage 

new data types by snapping in the required 

DataBlade. 

An lllustra DataBladeTM moves object 

orientation beyond a programming 

methodology to a data management strategy. 

DataBlades include new data vpes and 

functions, and may also include display 

methods, and new access methods to allow 

intelligent query support for the new data 

fypes. 

Relational Supercharged with Ohjeds 
The lllustra Server combined with DataBlade 

modules supercharges the relational model, 

exfending the SQL query language to 

efficientiy process rich data. It provides 

content-based queries, optimized query plans 

and high storage and retrieval 

tailored to the individual data type. Illustra: 

Is the first DBMS that enables integration, 

movement, and management of multiple data 

types 

Provides the power of objects, the flexibility 

of relational 

Features server-enforced integrity for 

complex data 

Uses DataBlades that make BLOBS obsolete 

01 995 Illustro Information T~hnologies, Inc. All rights reserved. IllustroTM, IIIustro ServerTM, Ill~stro DotoBlodeTM, and DotoBladeTM ore hodemarks of lllustro 
Information Technologies, Inc. All other products ore trodemarks or regisbred trademarks of their respect~ve componier. 
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I I I ustraTM Text DataBlade 

FEATURES AND BENEFITS 

Full RDBMS capabilities - Documents 

can either be stored as external files, 

or large objects. Large objects get the 

full set of RDBMS management facilities 

expected from a relational database: 

security, concurrency control, 

transaction management, recovery 

from failure. 

Fast application development - 
Through the use of obiect-oriented 

capabilities, applications get smaller 

and simpler. Knowledge of how to 

manage documents is in a single place 

-within the database. In addition, 

through the use of hierarchical data 

definition (inheritance) and function 

overloading, the user can define new 

types based on the doc type, and take 

advantage of the functionality of the 

document data type. 

High performance - Using D-TREES, 

an access method custom designed 

for text/document data. 

Extensibility - The doc data type can 

be further-extended by the user for 

specific needs. In addition, the doc 

data type can be combined with other 

data types, whether userdefined, or 

supplied by lllustraTM, to create entirely 

new constructs. 

ILLUSTRA INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
Corpomte Headquarters 
1 1 1 1 Broadway, Suite 2000, Oakland, CA 94607 
Tel 51 0.652.8000 Fax 51 0.869.6388 
Ernail info@illustra.com 
URL http://www.illustra.com 

TEXT AND TEXT CONVERSION 
DATABLADE MODULES 

The Text DataBladem module is a user module extends the data 

installed extension of the lllustra ORDBMS. base by adding the D-TREE access 

It greatly expands the functionality of the in the conduct a high 

database, by adding new data types and performance search of all of the words and 

functions that manage text and document phrases in a large text library, As new 

libraries. The Text Conversion DataBlade documents are added, they are also auto- 

module adds capabilities to the Text matically indexed, and custom key-words 

~ ~ t ~ ~ l ~ d ~  module by supporting many of can be added that are not included in the 

the popular word processor file formats text of 

and converting documents between them. 

Text DataBlade module 
Documents can be stored within the 

database as large objects, and receive full 

concurrency, recovery, and transaction 

control. They can also be stored as external 

files, remaining in their original system file. 

The document data type includes the 

implementation of an advanced indexing 

method to speed performance. As 

documents are added to the database, 

they are automatically indexed through a 

method of "stemming" each word in the 

document. The process of stemming reduces 

multiple versions of a word to a common 

stem, to make searches of the document 

confents easier for users to specify. For 

example, the words helped, helping, helps, 

helper are all reduced to the common stem 

"help", and this is what is  indexed. The 

stemming dictionary is extensible, to 

allow the user to specify exceptions to the 

standard stemming process for industry 

specific words. 

Performance is further increased by using . 

a D-TREE, an access method. The Text 

Text Conversion DataBlade module 
The lllustra Text Conversion DataBlade 

module performs conversions between 

many popular word-processing, publishing, 

and text processing formats (for example, 

Microsoft Word, Wordperfect, and 

FrameMaker). Documents are converted 

to ASCII on input, which is used for indexing 

by the Text DataBlade module. Documents 

are stored in the database in their native 

format, with all markup information 

preserved. Documents can be output in 

their original format, or converted to a 

number of supported output formats. 

The conversion process is based on a 

powerful filter engine, which is superior to 

the format conversions supplied as part of 

many word processor or publishing 

applications. Conversions among fully 

featured applications are very complete, 

including tables, raster and vector images, 

grouping, fill patterns, headers and footers, 

autonumbers, index tokens, font types and 

styles, and footnotes. 



l IIustra Text DataBlade 
ILLUSTRA 

ILLUSTRA SOLUTIONS 

The lllustra Text DataBlade module offers 

a sophisticated set of core facilities for text 

management and inquiry. As such, it is 

usable in a wide variety of situations. Some 

typical applications are: 

On-line Research 

A medical database of over 30,000 articles 

is indexed at a university. Using the 

document functions, articles that most closely 

deal with similar medical conditions are 

found and retrieved. Because the articles 

are stored in their original format, they can 

be displayed with original formatting and 

graphics intact. 

Multimedia Source Library 

A malor multimedia company keeps a 

d ig~ t~zed  l~brary of photos. Each photo 

has, in addition to the digitized image, a 

set of keywords, describing the date, time, 

and other information about the 

photograph. In addition, an unstructured 

text field of arbitrary length is included as 

descriptive material. 

Through the Functions within the Text 

DataBlade module, a list of candidate 

Government Agency 
A major government agency keeps a large 

library of policies, procedures, orders, and 

forms online. When a new policy manual 

is created, the Text DataBlade module 

allows a comparison of which other 

documents are most like the new document. 

It i s  not necessary for a person to generate 

a list of keywords, as the entire new 

document can be the search argument for 

similarity. By finding the related documents, 

a list of the policies and procedures which 

need to be changed i s  generated. 

Insurance Claims Adjustment 

An insurance company has a large 

database of claims information, along with 

information about the insured individuals. 

With each claim i s  a transcription of the 

physician's notes about the case, which 

are supplied under an agreement of 

confidentiality. An investigator i s  looking 

for abuse or fraud, and knows 

that certain combinations of factors are 

most subject to having a problem. By using 

the security facilities available in a relational 

database, the investigator can be allowed 

to include information from the doctors 

dictation in his search, without beina 
photos for a particular application can be 

" 

allowed to see the actual text. Information 
found. In addition, by using facilities for 

on which diagnosis codes, ages, income 
image manipulation and analysis within 

levels, etc. can be combined with 
the lmage DataBlade module, only photos 

that have the appropriate qualities (such 

as contrast, brightness, overall color) can 

be selected. The Text DataBlade module 

allows display of the text field, and the 

lmage DataBlade module allows dtsplay 

of the image, both on the client system. 

information from ihe doctor. In this way, 

the most accurate search of potential cases 

to investigate can be generated. 

Licensing 
The lllustra Text DataBlade module is 

licensed separately, on a per concurrent 

user basis. 

01 995 lllurtro Information Technologies, Inc. All rlghtr reserved. lllustra, the llluitra logo, and DotoBlode are trademarks of illustra lnformotion 
Technalogier, Inc. All other products ore trademarks or registered trademarks of ihetr respective companies 



FEATURES AND BENEFITS 

RDBMS capabilities - Spatial 

information now gets the full set of 

RDBMS facilities expected from a 

relational database management 

system: security, concurrency control, 

transaction management, and recovery 

from application or system failure. 

Fast application development - 
Knowledge of how to manage spatial 

data is in a single place - within the 

database. Through the use of obiect- 

oriented capabilities, applications get 

smaller and simpler, and as a result, 

cost less to develop and are of higher 

quality. In addition, because of 

inheritance, function overloading, new 

data type definitions, and new user 

defined data types can take full advan- 

tage of the facilities made available 

by the 2D Spatial DataBladeB module. 

High performance - The combination 

of a high performance relational 

database manager, the performance 

increases for complex objects inherent 

in object-oriented technology, a 

specialized indexing method, and the 

abiliv to develop applications in a 

high level, non-procedural language 

SQL, result in the rapid development 

of high performance spatial and 

geographic applications. 

ILLUSTRA INFORMIITION TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
Corporate Headquarters 
1 1 11 Broahuuy, iuife 2000, Oakland, CA 94607 
Te1 51 0.652.8000 Fax 51 0.869.6388 
Emoil info@illustra.com 
URL http://w.i l lustra.com 

2 D  & 3D SPATIAL 
DATABWDES 

. - . - 
, 

A high 

The 2D Spatial DataBladeB module is a 

user-installable extension to the IllustraTM 

Server that adds support for data in 2- 

dimensional space. The 2D Spatial 

DataBlade module adds 10 data types thai 

describe common planar geometric shapes 

and polygons of arbitrary complexity. 

Over 200 functions are defined to allow 

object creation, comparison, manipulation 

and query. 

The 3D Spatial DataBlade module is also 

a user-installable extension to the lllustra 

Server that adds server support for data in 

three dimensional space. The 3D DataBlade 

module adds 18 3D data types - circles, 

3D-boxes, lines, in addition to polygon 

mesh and surfaces of arbitrary complexity. 

Over 1,000 functions are added that allow 

spatial queries and manipulation. These 

functions are combined into a small set by 

overloading the names, to make 

programming easy. 

The key operations used with position 

information - location, d~stance, overlap, 

among others - are incorporated into the 

database and are accessible through SQL, 

both as SQL queries and from w~thin C 

programs using the supplied I~braries. 

Because of IllustraTM's object-relational 

design, these new functions become an 

integral part of SQL, and are used like any 

other SQL capability. As a result of 

extending the intelligence of the database 

In this way, application programs are easier 

to develop and quicker to write. 

performance R-TREE access method is 

supplied with the 2D and 3D Spatial 

DataBlade modules. R-TREES support spatial 

indexing - rapid, high performance access 

to spatial information and relationships 

without the need to examine each obiect. 

Box and polygon types can be indexed in 

the 2D and 3D Spatial DataBlade modules. 

The 2D and 3D Spatial DataBlade modules 

also support smart objects, an intelligent 

storoge mechanism. Spatial objects can 

have a very wide variation in size - for 

example, a polygon representing a 

geographic feature may have a few points, 

or thousands. Small data items are best 

stored with the row, in the same table. But 

larger objects are most efficiently stored 

separately, which Illustra supports as a 

"large-object" data type. For spatial data, 

the system automatically chooses whether 

an object is stored as large or small, on 

an object by object basis. This maximizes 

performance while allowing the system to 

manage a real world mix of large and 

small objects. This capability i s  invisible to 

SQL users. 

ILLUSTRA SOLUTIONS 

The lllustra 2D and 3D Spatial DataBlade 

modules offer a sophisticated set of core 

facilities for spatial management. As such, 

they are usable in a wide variety of 

situations. Some typical applications are: 

Geographic Information System 
A GIs supplier has implemented their current 
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application with several non-extensible 

systems. The system is designed to show a 

satellite image of a portion of the earth 

and then overlay map information. A user 

can highlight a point, and see text infor- 

mation about the political entity at that 

point. The geographic information requires 

a unique file layout and a specialized 

access mechanism for acceptable ~er for -  

mance and is stored in a custom designed 

file system. Text information is stored in a 

relational database management system. 

Image data is in a third custom file system. 

Application development in a nonextensible 

system of this type has been very complex, 

since each application needs knowledge 

of how to access and manage the data in 

all three file systems. 

By using the lllustra 2D Spatial and lmage 

DataBlade modules, all of this information 

is stored in a single way, with a single 

software tool. The availability of the R-TREE 

access method enables the lllustra Server 

to meet the performance requirements for 

spatial data that were beyond the capa- 

bilities of a conventional RDBMS. Because 

of the obiect facilities in Illustra, software 

development i s  easier and,changes are 

easler to make - the knowledge required 

to manage all three different data types is 

in a central place, instead of in each appli- 

Aircraft Design and Maintenance 
An aircraft manufacturer uses the 3D Spatial 

DataBlade module to store component 

placement information within an airframe 

during initial aircraft design, and over the 

life of the product. By storing information 

in three dimensional space, alternate 

designs can be analyzed or visualized, 

and engineers can determine how move- 

ment or change in a part's dimensions 

might affect surrounding components. The 

Illustra object-relational database and the 

3D Spatial DataBlade module allow both 

the component placement information and 

maintenance records to be stored in the 

same database, which the prior proprietary 

file system couldn't do. In addition, the use 

of the R-TREE indexing system results in 

performance many times faster than the in- 

house designed system. 

Oil Field Visualization and Management 
A tremendous quantity of information is 

developed over time concerning resources 

within an oil field as wells are drilled, 

samples are taken, and various seismic 

maps are constructed. Storing and 

accessing this information becomes difficult 

overtime, since proprietary systems are 

used. But they lack the extensibility, per- 

formance, and generality of an Obiect- 

Relational DBMS. 

cation. In addition, the new application 

now has security and concurrency control 
With the lllustra 3D Spatial DataBlade 

. .  . . 
module, the limitations ot a proprietary 

that was only true for the relational portion 
format can be bypassed. The spatial 

of the old system, which stored text 
relationships of oil field geology can be 

information. 
stored, and in turn made available for high 

performance visualization systems. In 

addition, by also using the Text and lmage 

DataBlade modules, seismic test obser- 

vations stored as raster images and 

geologists1 notes about field conditions can 

be stored in the same database and 

accessed in the same application, through 

a common SQL interface. 

Using data in such varied ways is impossible 

without the extensibility and performance 

capabilities of the lllustra Obiect-Relational 

DBMS, supercharged with the additional 

functionality added by an appropriate set 

of DataBlade modules. The value of data 

i s  dramatically enhanced in ways that 

separate proprietary solutions cannot 

approach. 

Licensing 
The lllustra 2D and 3D Spatial DataBlade 

modules are licensed separately, on a per 

concurrent user basis. 

31995 lllurtra lniorrnot~on Technolog~er, lnc All rlghtr reserved. lllustro, the lllurtia logo, ond DotoBlode are trademarks oilllurtra Information 
Techna~o~les lnc ~ l l  other ~raductr ore ~radernarks or reglatered frademarks of the~r respective companies. 



IIIustraTM TimeSeries DataBlade 

FEATURES AND BENEFITS 

The first relational DBMS that 

understands time series data - fully 

supports time series as a data type. 

Extends the relational model to 

suppbrt repeating timebased data - 

financial, scientific, or other. 

Supports efficient high performance, 

storage, access, and modeling of time 

series data. 

Provides a rich set of functions for 

storing, manipulating, and analyzing 

time series information. 

Reduces application complexity, 

development and maintenance time, 

and cost - allows rapid adoption of 

improvements in analytical 

technologies. 

Time series modeling and 

methodology for one instrument can 

be used for other similar instruments 

through code reuse. 

ILLUSTRA INFORhlATION TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
Corporate Headquarters 
1 11 1 Broadway, Suite 2000, Oakland, CA 94607 
Tel 51 0.652.8000 Fox 510.869.6388 
Email info@illustra.com 
URL http://www.illustra.com 

w e e  

THE TIMESERIES DATABLADE 

The TimeSeries DataBladem module is a 

user-installable extension of the IllustraTM 

ORDBMS. It greatly expands the 

functionality of the database by adding 

sophisticated support for the management 

of time series and temporal data. The 

DataBlade module supports a regularly 

repeating time-stamped series of any type 

or assortment of data - integer, floating 

point numbers, currency, text fields, spatial 

information or any other information that 

can be represented in digital form, or any 

structure or combination of these. For 

. - 

For example, W-CI calendar for 

a stock trading time series might define 

the regular days that trading is done in the 

U.S. (Monday through Friday), and the 

positive or negative exceptions to this rule 

(e.g., the market is closed on Thanksgiving 

day, or business occurred on one holiday, 

one time). This information allows lllustra 

to quickly find information in the time series 

- for example; find the records for IBM 

stocks for the 30 valid trading days 

preceding Jan 1 5, 1994. 

example, a set of open, high, low and Calendars can be defined at many levels 

close currency values can be used to record of granularity and can cover any number 

a time-based series of stock prices. The of years or time periods. A standard set 

granularity of time recording can be in a of calendars (for example, U.S. business 
variety of units - seconds, minutes, days, days) is included with the Timeseries 

weeks, as required by the application. DataBlade module, and users may also 

define their own. 
The DataBlade module includes support 

for two new data types, time series, and Each calendar consists of a starting and 

calendars, and over 40 functions to manage an optional ending time point, a pattern, 

them. The time series type stores sequences a starting timestamp for the pattern, and 

of timestamped information, and a related a list of exceptions to the pattern. A pattern 

calendar allows rapid access to specific might be "workdays, {I off, 5 on, 1 off}, 

portions of the time series for update, day", indicating that valid business days 

analysis, display or other uses. to record in the time series are Monday 

through Friday. The exception list would 
Calendars 

include days that were legal holidays and 
An instance of a time series is the 

no trading occurred - for example the list 
combination of a time series vector, and 

of U.S. legal holidays. Calendars can be 
an associated calendar. The time series 

unbounded with no ending point. 
manipulation functions use the associated 

calendar to define the granularity and Time series 
layout of the time series information and Time series are stored as "smart objects". 

to enable high-performance searches, Depending on their size, they are either 

finding requested portions or single entries stored with the rest of the data in h e  table 

from the entire time series. row (tuple) or as a separate file. The storage 
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ILLUSTRA 

mechanism is invisible to the developer: Fast Application Development . . 

it i s  used only by the system to optimize Through the use of object-oriented 

performance and storage. NO matter how capabilities, applications get smaller and 

the obiects are stored they are under full simpler. Knowledge of how to manage and 

database transaction and security control. manipulate time series is in a single place 

-within the database. In addition, through 
TIME SERIES I N  A RELATIONAL 
CONTEXT - A FIRST the use of inheritance capabilities, users 

can reuse software defining new time series 
By extending the obiect-relational model data ?Ipes based on existing, working 
with time series support, lllustra delivers: models. 

Extensibility lllustra delivers the capabilities you expect 
Any combination of data types can be in a relational DBMS - the key relational 
modeled within a time series. And as new technologies that have been proven 
analysis methodolbgies are incorporated successful and accepted across a wide 
into the database, they are available to market - 
applications immediately, without program 

9 Compliance with industry standard SQL 
recom~ilations. The time series data t v ~ e  ,, 
and analysis functions can all be extended 

1 A well understood, and widely used 
programming interface 

by the user to meet specific requirements. 
Full relational capabilities for security 

High Performance 
Time series i s  a "first class" type and is 

fully managed by the DBMS, not an 

uninterpreted BLOB that requires client 

programs to analyze it. The use of the 

calendar allows rapid, indexed access to 

time series data. 

The lllustra client/server architecture allows 

search and analysis to be done at the 

location most appropriate to the problem. 

Server-based Functions can search for 

appropriate data avoiding network 

overhead. For some analysis functions, 

using the power of the individual client 

workstation i s  the appropriate solution. 

Execution of database functions can be 

and integrity control 

Enhanced server-enforced integrity 

A transaction model that guarantees 
system integrity in the event of an 
unexpected failure 

lllustra supercharges relational - giving 

relational developers access to the key 

advances in object-oriented technology - 

Intelligent support for advanced, 
complex data types 

High quality development environment 

Software reuse 

Faster development cycle 

Insulation from changing requirements, 
and new types of data 

Typical Applications 

transparently moved between the client A major fund manager tracks a portfolio 

and server to best match the problem and of 3,000 equity securities, recording 65 

available hardware. variables each that are updated daily. Over 

24 years of data are kept on line and are 

used in pdrtfolio modeling. 

When using a standard relational database 

management system for their portfolio 

modeling system, an initial design to store 

this information resulted in over 720,000 

records. Queries to analyze this data were 

difficult to write, and suffered from poor 

performance due to the lack of specific 

time series management capabilities in the 

database. 

As a first alternative, they examined 

specialty products designed for time series 

that incorporated a proprietary database. 

These were unable to integrate with their 

existing portfolio management and trading 

systems which was based on a standard 

RDBMS. In addition, these were limited to 

numeric portfolio factors only, allowing no 

convenient way of extending the modeling 

strategy with new information sources such 

as news feeds or published reports. 

Using the lllustra TimeSeries DataBlade 

module, they found that recording time 

series information on 3,000 securities re- 

quired only 3,000 records. Storage repre- 

sentation is more intuitive, and performance 

was greatly improved. By using the Rules 

system and Alerters coupled to proprietary 

models and algorithms, they were able to 

automatically generate purchase and sale 

recommendations for risk management and 

portfolio performance optimization. 

Licensing 
The lllustra"rimeseries DataBlade module 

is licensed separately, on a per concurrent 

user basis. 
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IllustraTM Web DataBlade 

FEATURES AND BENEFITS WEB DATABLADE 

Allows all of the break-through The lllustra Web DataBlade@module IS 

features (including Versioning, Rules, the first in a suite of products designed to 

Multimedia Data Support) of the empower a whole new class of database 
programmatic interface 

IllustraTM "Database for Cyberspacem" supported Web-aware appl~cations. It is 
through Perl, querles can be issued and 

to be used on the World Wide Web. a collect~on of tools, funct~ons and examples 
the~r results processed and dynamically 

designed to facll~tate the linklng of the 
Allows the use of industry standard formatted using the lllustra Web DataBlade 

lllustra Server to any of the Industry standard 
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) Web (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) servers 

module. The Web DataBlade module has 

as a application and to ease application development. Once 
an HTML anchor as a defined type, 

development tool (4th generation developed, such applicat~ons can e~ther 
extend~ng lllustra to ~ntelllgently deal w~ th  

language) and provides interfaces to be accessed throughout the world vla 
HTML anchors Resultrng data sets from 

market leading web (HTTP) server SQL querles can be rendered as hot l~nks 
the Internet or wrthln the confines of an 

software. to any network resource enterpr~se or even a slngle department 

Improves information accuracy and 

saves time and money by providing 

"remote authoring" capabilities. Push 

the work to theNclient-side" and let the 

owners of the information be the ones 

who actually submit it to your website. 

Included application templates 

show you how to get your information 

up on the network in short-order. Using 

a familiar "catalog" metaphor users 

can browse and do full text searching 

on data ranging from consumer goods 

to your company's standard operating 

procedures. 

IllUSTRA INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
Corporate Headquarters 
1 1 1 1 Broadway, Suite 2000, Oakland, CA 94607 
Tel 51 0.652.8000 Fax 51 0.869.6388 
Email info@iilustra.com 
URL http: / /w. i l lustra.com 

utilizing the network infrastructure already 

in place. The Web DataBlade module 

supports most of the leading Web servers 

including NetscapeTM, NCSA, and CERN. 

N o  changes to HTTP server software or 

browsers are required. One can even take 

applications already developed in IllustraTM 

(or other database management systems) 

and make part or all of it accessible to 

anyone on "the net." The features of the 

Web DataBlade module are explained 

below as well as on our home page. If 

you have lnternet access, sit down in front 

of your browser while you read our first 

interactive datasheet. 

Examples/Demonstrations 
By way of an example, in the lllustra catalog 

application template, queries by product 

type result in data sets of products. lllustra 

shows the individual product name as a 

hot link to another database record that 

contains picture, price, paragraph, and 

current inventory of the item selected (see 

the catalog template at 

http://w.illustra.com/demos/catalogs.html). 

There IS no requirement for your data to 

actually be stored in lllustra or even at your 

site to take advantage of the Web Data- 

Blade module and Illustra's capabilities. 

For an example, go to the graffiti wall 

Beyond CGI demonstration and enter an http command 

The current volume standard in the (i .e, <a href=http://w.sun.com> Let's Go To Sun's 

database-web server Integration market- Home Page </a>) In this example, what 

  lace is CGI implementations using the Perl you posted to Illustra, when rendered back 

scripting language. The Web DataBlade to you, came back "hot." When you click 

module is Illustra's implementation of Perl on "Let's Go To Sun's Home Page", you're 

support (MI-Perl) as well as a programmatic 

interface to the database and to the Web 

Server via CGI. With the flexjbillty of a 

off (the graffiti wall demonstration can be 

found at http://www.illustro.com/demos/graf.html). 



lllustra Web DataBlade 

Support for Web Server APls 
lllustra believes that programmatic interfaces 

(APls) to Web servers will become more 

common place. As a result, the Web 

DataBlade module supports this more 

efficient direct access to Netscape's line 

of servers and will support other market 

leading servers as they become available. 

Eff~cient modeling and understanding of 

internal Web server data structures and 

functions are natural extensions to Illustra. 

The immediate benefit is improved Web 

server performance. 

HTML-Based Utilities and Sample Code Included 
Included with the Web DataBlade module 

are utilities that allow the browsing of any 

lllustra table using a standard browser. 

All information about a table's columns, 

~nd~ces and rules are dynamically generated 

and rendered in HTML (including lllustra 

system tables) Also included as examples 

product is added or dropped. The database 

not only provides automated catalog 

generation and ad-hoc access to all aspects 

of the enterprise, but it uses rules and 

alerters to notify administrators via email 

when the system requires attention (for 

example see Illustra's catalogs at 

http://www.illustra.com/demos/tatalogs.html). 

Third Party Vendors Directory 
Resellers, distributors and partners can 

"remotely author" their own information 

about the products and services they offer 

via electronic HTML "forms" directly to the 

lllustra database. The lllustra Web Data- 

Blade module can be used to dynamically 

generate a webbased "Third Party Vendors 

Directory." Directory publishers save on 

printing costs and avoid the need to "chase 

down" information. At the same time they 

can be confident of "up-to-the-minute" 

accuracy of content. 

is the source code to many of the demos 
Stock photo library 

on Illustra's home oaae to facilitate r a ~ i d  
1 " By using Illustra's Visual IntelligenceTM 

development of your own applications. 
technology in conjunction with the Web 

SOLUTIONS: 

Some typical applications of the Web 

Datablade module and lllustra Obiect- 

Relational Database management system 

include: 

Integrated Catalog Enterprise Management 
Manage credit limits, inventory levels, 

reorder points, account transaction histories, 

and the actual catalog with the lllustra 

database system. The catalog i s  

automatically updated whenever the product 

line changes. There is no more need for 

manual updating of o catalog when a 

DataBlade module anyone anywhere can 

search for images by the content of those 

images (try our Visual Intelligence demo 

at http://www.illustra.tom/demos/vir.html). 

Website management 
Using Illustra's integrated system of Rules 

and Alerters in conjunction with TimeTravel'" 

versioning technology, Webmasters can 

efficiently manage their website. Rules can 

be designed to control the workflow process 

from page authoring (e.g. writing, proofing, 

approving content), updating (e.g. auto- 

matically notifying visitors of "what's new"), 

user tracking, and row-level data security 

(try the "Graffiti Wall" demo at 

http://www.illustra.com/demos/grof.html). 

Internal Corporate Document Distribution 
Many organizations have large catalogs 

of internal reference materials and no 

efficient way to provide access to them on 

an enterprise-wide basis. Using any industry 

standard HTTP server in conjunction with 

lllustra and almost any Web-browser an 

organization can quickly develop a method 

for internal document distribution. By 

adding the lllustra Text DataBlade module 

those documents can be searched via 

keywords. 

91 995 lllustra lofaimot~on Technologies, n c  All rights reserved Illuntra, the iilurha logo, DataBlade and Visual Intelligence ore trademarks of lllustra 
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IIIustraTM lmage DataBlade 

FEATURES AND BENEFITS 

Extends the relational DBMS model - 
Provides support for image conversion, 

storage, manipulation, enhancement, 

and management. lmage applications 

now get all of the benefits of relational 

database systems. 

Supports images combined with other 
data types - Combines images with 

other data types for greater flexibility. 

Images can now be integrated with 

other data types such as video and 

OMF content multiplying the value of 

the database. 

Accepts over 50 image formats - 
Performs automatic conversion of 

images on input, optional conversion 

between types. 

Supplies large set of image functions - 
Built-in functions simplify image 

manipulation and management. Fully 

extensible far user supplied functions. 

Complex image applications are 

shorter and easier to develop. 

ILLUSTRA INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
Corwmte Headawrters 
11 71 Broadway, Suite 2000, Oakland, CA 94607 
Te1 510.652.8000 Fox 51 0.869.6388 
Emoil info@illustra.com 
URL http://www.illustro.com 

ILLUSTRA IMAGE DATABLADE 

Technology changes have greatly increased 

both the volume and value of digitized 

images. However, harnessing the value of 

these new types is a complex process, and 

combining this information with traditional 

relational data usually requires a custom 

designed system, with separate subsystems 

designed for each kind of data. 

The lllustra lrnage DataBladem module 

extends the relational model to include 

support for image conversion, storage, 

manipulation, enhancement, and manage- 

ment. lrnage applications now get all of 

the benefits of the lllustra object- relational 

database system. Photographs, computer 

generated images, drawings, scanned 

photographs, and other image types can 

now be combined with other data types to 

build high performance software solutions. 

Building on Object-Relational Technology 
Some relational database systems lhave 

attempted to accommodate the flood of 

image data by implementing support for 

Binary Large Objects (BLOBS). But this 

leaves the complete responsibility for image 

management, conversion, and display to 

the application developer, and results in 

much longer and more complex programs. 

In contrast, the lrnage DataBlade module 

is a user-installable extention to the powerful 

lllustra object-relational DBMS and builds 

on Illustra's ability to handle both object 

and relational data equally well. 

Developers can use SQL, a high level non- 

procedural language to input, display, 

manipulate, and convert images. lrnage 

conventional numeric or textual data, and 

the task of developing a complex 

application is greatly eased. 

lmage DataBlade Functionality 
The lmage DataBlade module creates a 

new "image" data type with 4 internal 

storage levels. The DataBlade module will 

import over 30 raster image formats which 

are converted to the appropriate internal 

format for easier manipulation. Different 

images stored in a single column In a 

database table do not need to be in the 

same format. 

Images are stored as internal large objects, 

and are subject to full concurrency, recovery, 

and transaction control. Stored images 

may be displayed, manipulated, modified, 

enhanced, or analyzed by  a large number 

of methods. A complete list of available 

functions is listed in the product specification. 

lmage Display 
lmages that are stored can be displayed 

on the client workstation using any user- 

supplied X I  1 viewer (such as XVIEW, XV, 

or others). On  output to the viewer, the 

image may be automatically converted to 

any compatible image format. The 

"ImgDisplay" function is made a part of 

Illustra's extended SQL by the installation 
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of the lmage DataBlade module (as are all 

of the functions). If a developer or user runs 

a SELECT query using SQL, traditional data 

combined with other data types, whether 

userdefined or supplied by Illustra, to create 

entirely new constructs. . 
from the result set can be printed, while 

the image can be displayed on the client 
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 

workstation 

File Output 
Images can be output from the database, 

and stored in an external file. As part of 

this process, images may be automatically 

converted to a different format. 

The lllustra Image DataBlade module offers 

a sophisticated set of core facilities for 

image management. As such, it is usable 

in a wide variety of situations. Some typical 

applications include medical/patient record 

systems, multimedia source libraries, image 

recognition and scene analysis and 

Image Manipulation geographic information systems. 

Images may be manipulated in a large 

variety of ways, either prior to display, or 

prior to being written to an external file. 

Some examples of manipulation include: 

Scaling: Images may be rotated, scaled, 

sheared, truncated. 

Enhancement: Various image enhancement 

techniques are supplied, such as Gamma, 

dithering and edge enhancement. 

Multiple images: Several images can be 

manipulated allowing images to be pasted 

together, combined with a variety of 

mathematical operators or color mapped. 

lmage management: Functions are supplied 

to support edge detection, or image 

analysis. 

Extensibility 
The lmage DataBlade module can be further 

extended by including new functions and 

data types. The included functions can be 

combined with user-supplied functions to 

enhance the capability of the DataBlade 

module. In addition, images can be 

Licensing 
The lllustra lmage DataBlade module i s  

licensed separately, on a per concurrent 

user basis. 
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Illustra VIR DataBlade 
I L L U S T R A  

Optimized for Illustra's Object-Relational 
Database 
The Visual lntelligence system is optimized 

to deliver high-~erformance with Illustra, 

the leading Obiect-Relational Database 

Management System (ORDBMS). The 

lllustra database architecture is designed 

specifically to solve the major data 

management problems encountered in 

developing, managing and distributing 

multimedia content and products. lllustra 

can store and retrieve complex multimedia 

assets as easily as text and numbers. It 

~rovides a standardized, yet extensible 

query language and flexible and 

controllable security. lllustra is designed 

for extremely fast access to terabytes of 

multimedia content by tens to hundreds of 

simultaneous users. 

lllustra combines the power of object 

orientation with the flexibility of relational 

databases to create an entirely new class 

of multimedia database. Because multi- 

media data is intrinsically highly varied, 

only an extensible DBMS can manage it. 

lllustra i s  the only truly extensible DBMS 

system. Its unique architecture is designed 

to easily handle new data types - such as 

audio, video and still images -through the 

use of DataBlade modules, "snap in" 

software modules that fully understand new 

data types and apply all the advantages 

of a relational database to them. 

Custamizable for specific asset 
management needs 
The combination of Visual Intelligence and 

the lllustra ORDBMS provides the foundation 

for building customized asset management 

solutions tailored to the unique needs of 

each organization. Illustra's extensibility 

enables programmers to store data of any 

structure at all together with its "methods", 

the intelligence that makes data behave 

the way they want it to. For instance, the 

system can be "trained" to allocate royalities 

as video clips are repurposed into part of 

a CD-ROM game or to provide an 

automatic version archive that enables users 

to see a multimedia proiect as it was at 

any point in its development cycle. 

A solid foundation for the future 
With its flexible user interface and advanced 

Visual Image Recognition features, Illustra's 

Visual Intelligence system provides a solid 

foundation for solving multimedia 

management problems today and 

tomorrow. The Visual Intelligence system 

and the lllustra database can easily be 

extended to quickly store and retrieve every 

element that goes into multimedia 

~roduction including audio, video, art, 

animation, code, images, documents and 

schedules. In combination, these leading- 

edge technologies provide a simple and 

cost-effective way to manage multimedia 

assets to maximum advantage. 

21 995 Illurtra informatton Technolog~er lnc All rlghtr reserved lllurtra the lllartra logo DatoBlode and Vcsuol lniell~gence ore trodemarks of lllustra 
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IIIustraTM OMF DataBlade 
A WORK IN PROGRESS 

KEY FEATURES 

Basis for next generation intelligent 
asset management systems 

Supports Open Media Framework 
composition as native data type 

Enables queries against OMF content 

ILLUSTRA INFORMdTlON TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
Corporate Headquarters 
1 1 1 1 Broadway, Suite 2000, Oakland, CA 94607 
Te1 51 0.652.8000 Fax 51 0.869.6388 
Email infa@illustra.com 
URL http://www.illustra.com 

MANAGING MULTIMEDIA ASSETS 

One of the major unsolved problems in 

multimedia development is asset 

management. Teams of creative artists 

working on a product create many 

thousands of objects which are shared, 

used and re-used in different ways to form 

the final product The objects may be 

images, geometr~c shapes, animations, 

video, sound, or compositions made up of 

numbers of simpler obiects. This collection 

of objects becomes an extremely valuable 

asset which needs to be copyrighted, 

protected from loss and theft, and made 

readily available for authorized use. 

The requirements for managing these asset 

stores are daunting. To speed the 

development process, it is important that 

creative artists are able to easily and quickly 

locate objects they need without knowing 

anything about how and where the data 

is stored. Because development rarely 

progresses in a linear way, the asset 

manager must carefully protect version trees 

of objects, enabling authors to retrace their 

steps to earlier versions and branch out 

with new developments. For maximum 

return on investment, the objects must remain 

available so that they can be remastered 

into other products. But as they are 

repurposed, information such as ownership 

and royalty must travel with them. 

COMPLEX DATA STORE 

Current authoring, preproduction and post- 

production tools all store multimedia data 

in file systems. While files provide simple 

storage and rapid retrieval for objects 

lose names are 

lown, they fail 

rin a number of ways 

provide a solid asset 

management founda- 

tion. It is hard to find an 

object in a file system unless you know its 

name, and a complex mult~media product 

typically consists of tens of thousands of 

named obiects. Clearly, no one can 

remember all the names, and so obiects 

have to be laboriously tagged w~ th  key- 

words to give searchers hints about their 

contents. However, a keyword system is 

very labor-intensive to manage. It is also 

incapable of answering even quite simple 

questions, such as which compositions 

would be affected by a change in a 

given object, or which obiects are similar 

to others. 

Some companies are experimenting with 

the use of a Relational DBMS (RDBMS) as 

a data store for multimedia obiects. Wh~le  

an RDBMS can help in managing shared 

access to data, an RDBMS is intrinsically 

limited because it natively manages only 

alphanumeric data: numbers, character 

strings, date and time. All other k~nds of 

data, including mult~media oblects, are 

stored as Binary Large Oblects (BLOBS). A 

BLOB IS effectively a file that is stored either 

within or alongside the relat~onal database. 

Because an RDBMS has no understanding 

of the internal structure of a BLOB, it cannot 

interrogate their contents. Hence, objects 

still have to be keyword tagged, just as in 

a file system. 
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l 1 1 us tra Application Development Tools 
ILLUSTRA 

Basic application as events. They are 

available when the developer places the 

VBX control on a form and double clicks 

on the controls. 

ILLUSTRA QUERY (IQ) 

Ad hoc queries are often used during the 

development of an lllustra Server application 

and IQ ~rovides a comprehensive 

environment for creating, editing, and 

debugging SQL queries. 

IQ i s  a graphical query interface to the 

Illustra Server. It enables you to connect fo 

an lllustra Server, issue lllustra SQL 

commands, and view the results. IQ features 

include: 

Multiple Database Connections - Up to 32 

different database connections managed 

sirnultaniously! 

SQL Batch Processing - Develop, debug, 

and optimize SQL statements prior to using 

them in your applications. 

Query History - Queries results are stored 

in memory so you can refer to previous 

queries without having to execute them 

again. 

Result Set ,Output - Query results can be 

saved to disk in comma delimited format 

for use with other tools like Microsoft Excel 

or Access. 

DBA Tools - Manage users and databases 

with the built in DBA utlilities. 

ILLUSTRA ODBC DRIVER 

Open DataBase Connectivity (ODBC) i s  

an interface designed by Microsoft to 

connect heterogeneous databases to a 

single application. For an application to 

access a database through ODBC there 

must be an ODBC driver supplied by the 

database vendor (or a third party). lllustra 

has developed an ODBC driver for the 

Illustra Server so applications that support 

ODBC can access lllustra databases. 

Products like Microsoft Visual Basic or 

Access can now take advantage of the 

power in the lllustra Server. 

Performance - The ODBC driver is 

optimized to ~rov ide performance close to 

that of using the native client interface for 

lllustra (LIBMI) so queries will execute faster. 

lllustra data types - Support for Illustra's 

extended type system i s  built into the driver 

so applications that use data types defined 

by DataBladeB modules or by the user can 

use the ODBC driver. 

Support for Access, Power Builder, and Visual 
Basic - The ODBC has been certified with 

industry standard applications to guarantee 

it is an industrial strength driver. ' 

: 995 l11~rtro iqioimat>on iechnoiog ei lnc All rghtr  reserved llluitro the illurtra logo ond OotaBlode are trademarks of lllurtro lnforrnat~on 
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I1 1 ustraTM Applitation Development Tools 

INDUSTRY STANDARD INTERFACES the client. It is the interface to the illustra 

Server, no matter which development 
Illustra is committed to providing access to 

environment you're using because it is the 
the IllustraTM Server from all the most popular 

underlying mechanism for communicating 
development environments. As a developer, 

with the server. 
you don't have to worry about learning a VISUAL BASIC 

new language or development process. LlBMl includes an alerter function which i s  probably the most exciting product for 
You can continue to use the tools you're a database object whose purpose is to database developers is Visual Basic. It 
accustomed to, so you're instantly notify applications of interesting events that insulates developers from the low-level 
productive when you begin application occur in the database. What is of interest complexities of writing a windows 
development. to one application may be of no interest to application in C or C++ and lets them focus 

another, so an application must declare its so~ving the business problem at hand, 
lllustra supports the use of both 3GL and 

interest in an alerter by "listening" for it. 
4GL environments. lllustra supports C, C++, 

lllustra has abstracted the LlBMl interface 

and industry standard SQL interfaces. 
into Visual Basic and provides VBX controls 

An alerter requires a mechanism for 

Within the Windows and Windows NT to respond to server alerters (a more 
communicating with the application. The 

generalized implementation of triggers). environments lllustra has full support for mechanism must either "poll" or "callback". 

Microsoft Visual C++, Microsoft Visual If the mechanism is ~ o l l ,  alerters are saved VBL~BM~ and its VBX control 
Basic, and ODBC. lllustra also offers a until the application issues an lllustra SQL when developers receive the visual ~~~i~ 
collection of tools and functions developed poll statement. If the mechanism is callback, interface to the lllustra server they get 
by lllustra specifically for lllustra users. notification is sent as soon as the alerter is everything they need to begin developing 

fired. In Visual C++, the application is 
LlBMl Illustra Server applications. In addition to 

notified with a Windows callback function. +he LIBMI DLL, they receive the VBL~BM~ 
LlBMl i s  the client interface for developing 

VISUAL C++ 
interface and it associated VBX control, 

client/server applications. This interface is sample applications, and full documentation 

available for Sun OS, Solaris, SGI Irix, The interface to Visual C++ i s  provided of the Visual Basic interface. 

Dec Alpha OSF1, HP-UX, Windows NT, with the LlBMl Dynamic Linked Library (DLL) 

and Windows .3.1. It is offered at no that is included when you purchase the VBLlBMl 

additional charge to developers. LIBMI is  Illustra Server. With Visual C++, developers 
The interface between LlBMl and the Visual 

a collection of C functions and uses TCP/IP can write C or C++ code to access the 
Basic application i s  the VBLlBMl DLL. It 

to communicate with the lllustra Server. server. Writing directly to the LlBMl interface abstracts the low-level C function calls in 

LlBMl manages connections with the server, is the lowest level interface to the server. 
LlBMl into functions and data types that 

executes SQL queries, gets rows from result are usable in Visual Basic. 

The Visual C++ interface includes all the 
sets, and passes large objects to and from 

libraries, include files, sample applications, 
Alerters in Visual Basic 

and documentation needed to begin 
With Visual Basic the alerter mechanism is 

developing an lllustra Server application. handled differently than with Visual C++. 

It also includes the lllustra QueryTM (IQ) tool 
The Visual Basic interface includes the 

to help developers debug the SQL portion Illustra VBX control that receives alerters 

of their application. from LlBMl and transfers them to the Visual 
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